
POS Var io
Stylish. Fast. Adaptable.
 

Vectron POS Vario is the perfect all-rounder

among Vectron-POS systems. It offers efficient 

technology, highest flexibility, attractive design 

and numerous ports for modern peripherals.

10.4 inch (26.4 cm) infinitely variable colour        •	

display with splash-protection

 Available with raised or flat keyboard for fast,       •	

clean working 

 Compact, ergonomic design•	

Fast, high-performance 64 bit processor•	

Numerous interfaces for peripheral devices•	

Flexible graphic user interface•	

High system stability, as neither fans nor hard    •	

drive are necessary

Protection against viruses and manipulations       •	

via Vectron’s own operating system

Adjustable software with a range of                        •	

industry-related special functions

Simple data backup via USB stick•	

Simple network installation via Ethernet                •	

industry standard

Extensive back office connection options•	

Ideal in combination with the Vectron ServiceCall•	
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Brilliant colour screen
The 10.4 inch (26.4 cm) infinitely variable colour display with a resolution of 640 x 
480 pixels and effective background lighting provides a brilliant quality. Optionally a 
customer display with 2 x 20 characters is integrated into the housing.    

Comfortable touch screen option
When equipped with a touch screen, display and keyboard merge into a large input 
surface. Fixed keys on raised or flat keyboard are complemented by variable soft keys 
on the screen.       

High-performance 64 bit electronics
The POS Vario processes large amounts of data and masters complex calculations in a 
flash, thanks to its high-performance 64 bit processor. 

Numerous interfaces
Printers, scanners, card terminals, scales, vending machines, cash drawers, waiter key 
systems, additional keyboards and other devices can be connected conveniently via 
numerous different interfaces. A USB interface is also available to connect state-of-
the-art peripheral devices.      

Flexible graphic user interface 
Freely positionable display fields and buttons containing text, images or symbols en-
sure that user interfaces can be adjusted flexibly to current operating requirements.  
Alternating display pages show only those input options related to the operational 
stage in question, thereby simplifying operations and reducing incorrect entries.     

Maximum security
The POS Vario’s superior technology is immune to PC viruses. It functions without 
interference-prone standard operating systems, hard drives, unbuffered memory or 
loud fans.     

POS networks via Ethernet industry standard 
The POS Vario is designed for use in POS networks. It is completely compatible with 
all other Vectron POS models and the wireless waiter call system, Vectron ServiceCall. 
The cost-effective 10/100 MBit Ethernet standard facilitates both inter-POS system 
connections and those with PCs.         

Simple data backup via USB stick 
In addition to its robust construction, the POS Vario secures all POS data on a standard 
USB stick at regular intervals, allowing it to be retrieved in a flash in an emergency.   

Extensive options for back office connections
The optional communication software Vectron Commander allows the POS Vario to be 
controlled from your company headquarters. New items or prices can subsequently 
be sent to the POS system, which can also read out sales, order or working time data, 
around the world if necessary. The Vectron Commander also facilitates connections 
with merchandise management and CRM programmes, working time administration 
and special back and front office software.    

Efficient remote maintenance and troubleshooting via RDT 
Remote maintenance and troubleshooting complete the security package. Operating errors 
can be recognised rapidly, while problems can be analysed and usually solved directly. 
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